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Each year I like to update and show a map indicating where the Flaget graduates now
reside. This year as with most years, there is not much movement on the map. A few people
always seem to migrate to Florida, although the Florida number stay pretty much the same in that
as graduates move to Florida, a commensurate number leave, most of the time, they are leaving
for what is hoped to be a better place in the hereafter. California is also a popular place among
the alumni ranking right behind Florida in the number of grads residing. Of course Kentucky as
one would expect houses the vast majority of alumni followed by Indiana. There does not seem
to be many that really like the ultra cold weather among the Flaget crowd in that Maine, New
Hampshire, and Vermont in the East as well as the colder states of the upper midwest don't seem
to hold much interest for the blue and white.
Also on the table in the front of the room is the updated, (1-1-2018) graduates book
showing the current status, living or deceased, of each graduate. This book is kept in the Flaget
Museum for viewing.
The museum is grateful to those who have donated items for display during the past year.
A golf trophy as well as paper items have recently been added to our collection. Special thanks
to Sheila Poole for her donation of Corky Poole's memorabilia.
If you have vintage Flaget memorabilia to donate please bring the items to any alumni
luncheon, drop them off at the museum, or if you need the items picked up, call me at the
number above.

